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Rashtriya Military School Admission Procedure

Every year in the month of December a common entrance test is conducted, for the

admission of VI class and IX class in Rashtriya Military School, under the supervision of

integrated headquarters, Ministry of Defense (Mod).

A Brief Introduction about the Rashtriya Military School

Well, The story behind the Rashtriya military schools is something
like, The Rashtriya Military schools were established to just care
for the education of the children of defense personnel. And in
1952, the very first time where schools opened for the sons of
Defence Service Officers and civilians also. And In 1960 the name
of the school and the motto both got changed and the name was
replaced with Military School where the motto was replaced with
‘Sheelam Param Bhushanam’. And On the 25th of June, 2007
Military School was replaced with Rashtriya Military School.

Rashtriya Military Schools are English medium residential Public Schools that are run by

the Ministry of Defence to provide the best quality education to sons of Defence personnel

and civilians from Class VI to XII. The main motto of the Rashtriya Military Schools is to

provide the students with discipline and quality learning so that they can be ready to serve

the country.
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There are 5 Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) in India:

1. Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Chail is located in Shimla, Himachal Pradesh.

2. Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Ajmer located in, Rajasthan

3. Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Dholpur located in Rajasthan

4. Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Belgaum is located in Karnataka

5. Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Bangalore is located in Karnataka.

Rashtriya Military School Admission 2021-2022: 

There is a little bit of confusion when we talk about admission in Indian Military Schools,

So here we will try our best to provide you the exact information about the Admission

Procedure in Rashtriya Military Schools ( RMS) so stay updated with us. Let’s have a look

at the Admission process in RMS.

In very short and simple words Rashtriya military school accept an application for class

VI, IX, and XI where Admission to Class XI will be based on Class X board exam results

there is no exam conducted for the XI class, however, for the admission in class VI and IX

is based on common entrance test ( CET) which is omr based.

Eligibility Criteria for the Admission in Rashtriya Military Schools:

Here We will provide brief information about the Eligibility criteria for Admission to

Rashtriya Military Schools. Candidates should not be less than 10 years and more than 11

years of age as of 01 of the year of admission for admission in VI class. 

Candidates should not be less than 13 years and more than 14 years of age as of 01 Jul of

the year of admission for admission in IX class. And for admission in class XI candidates

should not be less than 15 years and more than 17 years of age as of 01 Jul of the year of

admission and the students must be passed classes from a Government recognized school

before the date of admission.

Rashtriya military school entrance exam syllabus:

As we discussed there are four subjects asked in the examination for the 6 class which is

English, maths, GK, and Reasoning and the standard of the question is V class. And for

the IX class, the standard of the paper is 8th class and the subject is English, Hindi, SST,

Science, Maths and Reasoning. And the medium of examination is bilingual, which means

candidates can attempt any language in Hindi and English.
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/RYJ0cBOMwlk

Rashtriya Military school Class 6 Examination Scheme: 

The CET for class 6 is omr based and the level of examination for 6th class test is

generally previous class means V class. There are four subjects asked in the examination:

English, Mathematics, General Knowledge, and Intelligence Test. Candidates are required

to qualify for this test. English Marks are not counted towards Merit

Subject Marks No. of Questions Qualifying marks

English 50 40 35%

Mathematics 50 40 40%

General Knowledge 50 50 40%

Intelligence Test 50 50 40%

Rashtriya Military school Class 9 CET Examination Scheme: 

The CET for class 9 is also omr based and the level of examination for the 9th class test is

based on the 8th class syllabus. There are four subjects asked in the examination: English,

Hindi, Social Science, Science, Maths.

Papers Subjects Marks No. of Questions Qualifying Marks

https://youtu.be/RYJ0cBOMwlk
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Paper 1 English 50 50 50%

Hindi 20 20

Social Science 30 30

Paper 2 Science 50 50 50%

Maths 50 50

 

 

Rashtriya Military School Selection Process: 

The selection in Rashtriya Military Schools [RMS] depends on the score of the common

entrance test [CET] and the performance in the interview after clearing both section

candidates shortlisted for the medical examination and other required formalities.

Rashtriya Military School Admit Card:

The Admit card for the common entrance test of class vi and ix will be available 10 to 14

days before examination on the official website of Rashtriya military school

[rashtriyamilitaryschools.edu.in]. After releasing the admit card candidate will be able to

download the admit card.

 

 

Rashtriya Military School Fee Structure:

Sr/No Category Tuition Fee Caution
Money 

[One time]

1. Civilians 24000rs 6000 Rs

2. All three forces [including ex-
serviceman]

15000rs 3800Rs

3. JCO and their equivalent 7200rs 1800 Rs
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4 OR and their equivalent 4800 rs 1200Rs

5 SC &ST 25% relaxation in
fee 

 

    

Note: Caution money will be deposited at the time of admission and refunded without

interest to the cadet on discharge from the school.

 

 

Rashtriya Military Reservation Structure:

The schools have reservations of seats in the categories mentioned below:- 

(a) 70% of seats are reserved for the wards of JCOs/ORs those in all the three forces

[Army, Navy, and Air Force.]

(b) 30% of seats are reserved for the sons of Officers & Civilians, Af, and ex-servicemen.

(d) 15% and 7.5% of the seats in each category (excluding Officer Category) are reserved

for SC and ST candidates. 

(e) A total of 50 seats (Not more than 15 in either of the school) are earmarked forwards of

personal killed in action 

FAQ [ Frequently Asked Question]

How to get admission to an Indian military academy?

After clearing the written test and Interview candidates will be shortlisted for the medical

exam and DV.

How many Rashtriya Military Schools in India?

There are 5 Rashtriya Military Schools: Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Ajmer located

in, Rajasthan, Rashtriya Military Schools (RMS) Dholpur located in Rajasthan, Rashtriya

Military Schools (RMS) Belgaum is located in Karnataka, Rashtriya Military Schools

(RMS) Bangalore located in Karnataka..

When will the exam be conducted?

The Exam for the RMS entrance test is conducted in the month of December Every year.

How to Prepare for Rashtriya Military School Entrance Exam?
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Candidates can join the Geometry school online courses which are available on the

geometry school official website by joining the course the team of Geometry School guides

the candidate on every step.

What are the Fees for Civilians in RMS admission?

24000rs

 

 


